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ExEcutivE Summary 
Recent Economic Developments 

The Chinese economy is in the midst 
of a gradual slowdown. A weaker global 
economic environment and tighter domestic 
policies combined to slow GDP growth from 
10.4 percent in 2010 to 9.2 percent in 2011. 
Slow growth in the Euro area and sluggish 
recovery in the [United States] limited the 
contribution of net exports, as exports de-
celerated more rapidly than imports. Tighter 
domestic policy conditions dampened 
investment – particularly in infrastructure 
and real estate. In contrast, consumption 
growth remained robust as consumer confi-
dence was sustained and household income 
continued to grow rapidly. 

Inflation, which was a policy concern 
over 2011, has been on a declining trend. 
Food inflation receded as one-off factors 
faded, and non-food inflation eased in line 
with the global and domestic slowdowns. 
Wage growth remained robust, but the con-
tinued rapid rise in labor productivity acted 
to dampen unit labor costs. Efforts to curb 
inflation led to somewhat tighter monetary 
and financial conditions. 

The balance of payments has softened 
under these conditions. The trade balance 
fell into deficit early 2012 as manufactur-
ing exports slowed while commodity prices 
remained high. Foreign direct investment 
weakened as uncertainty built up. These 
developments in turn dampened foreign ex-
change accumulation as well as the pace of 
nominal and real exchange rate appreciation. 

Economic Outlook 
Cyclical weakness is expected to domi-

nate the near-term outlook, with growth 
projected at 8.2 percent in 2012 and 8.6 
percent in 2013. Domestic demand will 
contribute 8.4 percentage points to growth in 
2012 as consumption growth slows slightly 
partly due to base effects and investment 
growth decelerates rather sharply. As world 
trade is anticipated to remain weak, external 
demand will subtract some 0.3 percentage 
points from growth. The projected rebound 
remains modest as these trends are likely to 
weigh on 2013 as well. 

Significant price adjustment – both abso-
lute and relative – is in the pipeline. Inflation 
will trend to 3.2 percent in 2012, as growth 
slows, commodity-price impulses fade 
and property markets cool further. China’s 
external terms of trade will likely improve 
as import prices dependent on commodi-
ties decelerate by more than export prices 
dominated by manufactures. Exchange rate 
appreciation is expected to slow as long as 
the weak external environment continues to 
weigh on export volumes and prices. 

The current account surplus is projected 
to increase slightly to 3 percent of GDP in 
2012 and 3.3 percent in 2013. Terms of 
trade improvements offset an initially lower 
trade balance driven by export weakness 
and import robustness. With trade volumes 
recovering in 2013 and the terms of trade 
improving further, the surplus would also 
expand in 2013. Despite continued net 

capital inflows, foreign exchange reserves 
would accumulate more slowly. 

While our central projection remains for 
a gradual slowdown, two downside risks 
remain significant. While financial market 
concerns have recently eased, a key external 
risk remains the ability of high income coun-
tries to avert a deeper economic downturn. 
A further slowing of OECD demand would 
echo quickly through East Asia’s production 
and trade networks, wherein China occupies 
an increasingly central position. Domesti-
cally, the main downside risk arises from 
the ongoing correction in property markets, 
even though property market adjustment has 
so far remained gradual and orderly. 

The longer-term outlook will depend 
on how China manages key structural chal-
lenges. As the traditional engines of growth 
weaken, GDP growth should gradually 
slow. The growth benefits of urbanization 
and industrialization are expected to hit 
diminishing returns. China will also see 
major demographic change over time, with 
old-age dependency rising and the labor 
force shrinking soon. Total factor productiv-
ity growth would likely soften as efficiency 
gains from first-generation reforms lessen 
and technology gaps with high-income 
economies narrow. In addition, the welcome 
efforts to rebalance the economy are ex-
pected to not only alter the pattern of growth, 
but also bring slower, though higher-quality, 
headline growth. 

These structural trends would play out 

May is APA Heritage Month
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

May is Asian-Pacific American 
Heritage Month – a celebration 
of Asians and Pacific Islanders 

in the United States. A rather broad term, 
Asian-Pacific encompasses all of the Asian 
continent and the Pacific islands of Melane-
sia (New Guinea, New Caledonia, Vanuatu, 
Fiji and the Solomon Islands), Micronesia 
(Marianas, Guam, Wake Island, Palau, Mar-
shall Islands, Kiribati, Nauru and the Fed-
erated States of Micronesia) and Polynesia 
(New Zealand, Hawaiian Islands, Rotuma, 
Midway Islands, Samoa, American Samoa, 
Tonga, Tuvalu, Cook Islands, French Poly-
nesia and Easter Island).

A 1978 joint congressional resolution es-
tablished Asian/Pacific American Heritage 
Week to be observed in May, a time chosen 
to coincide with two important anniversa-
ries: the arrival in the United States of the 
first Japanese immigrants on May 7, 1843, 
and the completion of the transcontinental 
railroad on May 10, 1869. In 1992, Congress 
expanded the observance to a month long 
celebration. 

Asian Pacific American (APA) Heri-
tage Month honors the achievements of 

American ethnic groups with roots in Asia 
and the Pacific Islands and recognizes their 
contributions to the United States.  The U.S. 

Census Bureau lists more than 25 
such groups -- Vietnamese, Chi-
nese, Filipinos, Indian, Pakistani, 
Korean, Japanese, Cambodian, Lao-
tian, Indonesian, Thai, Burmese, 
Malaysian, Taiwanese, Sri Lanka, 
Bangladeshi, and native Hawai-
ians, Polynesians, New Zealanders 
and Australians. As Americans, 
they contribute to the strength of 
the United States, help shape its 
future and share in its promise and 
opportunity.

According to the 2010 Census, 
the Asian population grew faster 
than any other race group in the 
United States between 2000 and 
2010. This was observed for the 
population who reported Asian 
alone (increased 43 percent), as well 
as for the population who reported 
Asian alone or in combination with 
another race (increased 46 percent). 
The Asian population continued 

to be concentrated in the West, and the           
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By Anthony James, Staff Writer

American Companies Selling to China – 
Why and How
Impressive increases in exports drive U.S. businesses to export to China. This is 
a user’s guide on joining the trend

Op-Ed Commentary By Chris Devonshire-Ellis, Founding Partner of Dezan Shira & Associates

Mar. 28 – With the U.S.-China Busi-
ness Council poised to release a report 
outlining significant gains in U.S. exports 
to China over the past 12 months, the 
opportunities for American companies to 
sell goods and services to China has never 
looked brighter. Part of this is a significant 
and still growing shift concerning China’s 
own dynamics and demographics – a 
phenomenon we covered […] in the piece 
titled “Why China’s Consumer Develop-
ment is Assured.” Put simply, the article 
explains that when China began its policy 
of opening up to foreign investment 25 
years ago, it had no developed middle 
class and there was simply no meaningful 
Chinese wealth to buy American goods 
and services.

Today, the emergence of a significant 
Chinese middle class – thought to number 
some 250 million – is changing the needs 
of China and finally enhancing the sales 
opportunities that foreign businesses now 
have in selling to the Chinese consumer. 
This is borne out by the latest U.S.-China 
trade figures, which are expected to show 
that U.S. exports to China have exceeded 
US$100 billion in 2011 for the first time, 
and is a demographic trend likely to 
continue for at least the next two decades 
onwards.

It is also on an upward curve – China’s 
middle class population is set to accelerate 
and is expected to double to 500 million 
by 2020. Clearly, now is the time to drop 
perceptions of China as purely a destina-
tion for the manufacturing of cheap goods 
and to start appreciating it as a huge 
consumer market.

This article, as a general guideline, 
provides some basic advice and infor-
mation as to the initial steps that should 
be taken by any internationally-minded 
company now looking to take advantage 
of the new China dynamic; that being a 
consumer market both willing and able to 
buy American goods and services.

Intellectual Property
This remains one of the foremost con-

cerns of many global investors looking at 
the China market. It can be broken down 
into three sections:

  Trademarks
  Patents
  Technology transfer

Trademarks
The Chinese penchant for concentrat-

ing on ripping off brands has diminished 
in recent years, mainly as the perceived 
value, with a very few high profile cases 
(such as Apple’s iPad), has been super-
seded by a desire to obtain more valuable 
technology and innovations. Consequent-
ly, the extent of being exposed to brand 
theft is lessening. However, that does not 
mean that this no longer remains a risk, 
because it does, and it is exhausting and 
frustrating should it occur. We recently 
provided advice on this subject in this 
piece: “Planning your Trademark Strategy 
for China” and we recommend following 
the content as a guide.

Patents
This is a more serious issue and could 

be, in some instances, a deal-breaker for 
entering the Chinese market. A lot of the 
issues relating to trademarks (above) are 
similar for patents, however at stake is 
a far more valuable asset. Our firm has 
produced a technical guide concerning IP 
laws in China and the filing of patents – 
we recommend this as a reference of first 
resort. Our practice does not handle patent 
filings, but we do instead recommend 
discussing this subject with a specialist 
patent law firm in China. We can make 
introductions upon request.

Technology transfer
This seemingly innocuous phrase 

is often built into contracts with Chi-
nese suppliers, vendors and especially 

Selling continues on Page 3
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joint ventures. Be very aware that this 
can manifest itself for the unwary as a 
means to obtain your most valuable as-
sets – which can include patents and other 
highly strategic and valuable innovations 
– for nothing. Take extra care when deal-
ing with this issue and engage experienced 
counsel to advice. Our IP book (referred to 
above) deals with this subject, as does our 
technical guide “Setting Up Joint Ventures 
in China.” Do not be convinced to give up 
what may be a prize asset under the guise 
of “technology transfer” contributions 
in return for a deal. As soon as you have 
parted with your technological contribu-
tion, you run the risk of being unceremo-
niously dumped.

Selling to China
This rather broad issue can in fact be 

relatively easily divided into two parts 
in terms of market access. Firstly, are 
your Chinese buyers willing and able 
to continuously pay for your product 
and services in U.S. dollars? If so, then 
there’s possibly no need for you to set up 
a legal entity in China. That’s the good 
news – everything can be conducted 
contractually, which costs less in terms of 
investment (but make sure you still obtain 
good China-sourced legal advice over the 
contractual terms). However, what many 
overseas businesses wishing to sell to 
Chinese companies don’t recognize is the 
difficulty that Chinese companies face in 
getting you your U.S. dollars. It is an issue 
for them, and this is why:

The RMB is not a fully convertible 
currency

You’re in the United States and want 
to be paid in U.S. dollars. But your 
Chinese buyer trades in RMB. To meet 
your U.S. dollar invoice, he must take the 
following steps:

Submission of your invoice for with-
holding tax assessment. This applies to 
services, but typically amounts to an 
invoice deductible amount of 8 percent to 
20 percent of the invoice value, depending 
upon the service rendered. You need to 
know what this amount is.

1. The Chinese company pays this 
money and deducts it from your invoice. A 
tax paid receipt is then given.

2. The Chinese buyer takes that 
receipt to the State Administration of For-
eign Exchange (SAFE) to obtain permis-
sion to convert his RMB into U.S. dollars 
to meet your remaining invoice amount.

3. He takes that to his bank and 
they wire the money to you.

4. As can be seen, just getting paid 
from China is a time-consuming and 
lengthy process and is open to a hefty 
excuse for extending way beyond your 
agreed credit terms.

U.S.–China double tax treaties
As we’ve discussed, getting paid can 

involve the deduction of tax from your in-
voice. Although in the United States, vari-
ous claw-backs can be initiated through 
the array of double tax agreements the 
country has with China. To understand 
exactly what your potential liability is, 
and how to mitigate part of that against 
the applicable treaty is a tax matter and 
should be fully understood prior to any 
sales being made. Here, our firm can assist 
as we are both tax consultants and also 
have a liaison office in the United States. 
Advice should be taken in advance in 
terms of how your sale to China may be 

affected by tax treatments.
In any event, many U.S. businesses 

will find that in order to get around the 
scenario above, it makes better commer-
cial sense to establish their own operations 
in China purely to permit local companies 
to pay you in RMB without the need to go 
through the tax and SAFE administration. 
A critical mass is often reached where 
setting up a China based entity becomes 
economically viable in order to continue 
to expand and develop your China sales 
capacity.

Legal Structures
There are two essential types of legal 

structures for foreign companies to use, 
being either a liaison (representative) 
office or a LLC. The differences between 
them are simple – a representative office 
cannot invoice (although it may carry out 
marketing and other sales facilitation ser-
vices) while a Chinese LLC can. China’s 
LLCs take various forms in foreign invest-
ment, briefly as follows:

Foreign Invested Commercial 
Enterprises (FICE)

These are typically used for trading, 
franchising and import-export businesses, 
including most sales operations. They are 
not used for manufacturing. Consequently, 
the registered capital requirements are 
relatively low and they can also be used 
to invoice local customers in RMB. 
Corporate income tax applies to profits 
of course, as do a number of other taxes 
and considerations, however for many 
this would be an ideal, low-cost structure 
to use as they also permit 100 percent 
foreign ownership. FICE are a type of 
WFOE and are discussed in great detail in 
our technical guide “Setting Up Wholly 
Foreign-Owned Enterprises in China” 
as well as our July/August 2011 issue of 
China Briefing Magazine title, “Trading 
and the Rise of FICE.”

Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise 
(WFOE)

WFOEs are used mainly for manufac-
turing, although they may also be used 
for trade, and in some instances, services, 
depending upon business scope and the 
extent of your activities in China. They 
are definitely useful if wishing to combine 
U.S. imported parts with China domesti-
cally sourced parts in order to provide an 
end-product made from both. Attention to 
detail needs to be paid to issues concern-
ing value-added tax, customs duties and 
other tax considerations, again these are 
covered in detail in our technical guide 
on the subject which is now in its fourth 
edition. Profits tax and so on applies, so 
repatriation issues need to be fully under-
stood.

Joint Venture (JV)
These are also LLCs, although include 

both a Chinese and a foreign partner. They 
may well be useful to gain some certainty 
of supply or manufacturing if part of that 
needs to be sourced from China. They 
may also be useful in securing parts of 
the supply and distribution chain. It is 
however a huge subject and we have writ-
ten extensively about it in our technical 
guide on the subject titled “Setting Up 
Joint Ventures in China.” Joint ventures 
are nearly always unique animals, and 
best discussed in detail with legal and 
tax counsel in China well-versed in the 
subject. Our own firm has 20 years of 
experience in the matter.

Representative Office (RO)
These are not LLCs, but operate as 

a liaison office only between your U.S. 
parent and China. They may not invoice, 
however they can be used for marketing, 
sales facilitation, quality control work and 
on-going support roles for the China end 
of your business. Recent regulations have 
increased the tax liabilities of these enti-
ties, but nonetheless an RO can be a use-
ful and relatively low-cost facility to have. 
Our technical guide on the subject, “Set-
ting Up Representative Offices in China,” 
is now in its fourth edition and has long 
been our best-selling business title.

The subject of selling to China is of 
course a diverse and multi-faceted topic, 
with different scenarios and solutions ap-
plicable to almost each and every business 
type. In China, a cookie-cutter model does 
not apply and advice needs to be taken 
from experienced consultants with years 
of experience, including a proven track re-
cord on-the-ground in China. Fortunately, 
some advice is available gratis.

An excellent, complimentary begin-
ners overview to conducting business in 
China may be obtained courtesy of the 
U.S. Commercial Service, whose “China 
Business Handbook” is now in its second 
edition and was co-written by our prac-
tice. It is available at http://export.gov/
china as a 60-page PDF.

To summarize, the main two issues to 
consider when selling to China is firstly, 
how can your Chinese buyer pay you? 
Secondly, establishing operations in 
China (if necessary) is largely a tax-based 
question as opposed to a legal structure 
issue. The latter is relatively easy to solve 
and the real expertise comes with a true 
appreciation of the financial implications 
involved. Again, we have covered this in 
our well-received and easy-to-understand 
technical book titled, “The China Tax 
Guide.” Additionally, our firm’s 12 China 
offices can provide on-the-ground support 
to U.S. businesses In China.

The market demographics dictate 
that, finally, China is poised to develop 
as an exciting and productive market for 
American goods and services. This neatly 
puts the onus back on U.S. companies to 
do what traditionally they have always 
been best at – manufacturing great prod-
ucts and selling them. China increasingly 
represents a growing market for American 
and other businesses to participate in, and 
the time is now ripe to expand horizons 
and look overseas for growth in sales. 
Our practice not only has the necessary 
expertise, but also the well-received pub-
lished intelligence and the on-the-ground 
intellect and personnel to assist American 
companies in the China market. We look 
forward to welcoming more U.S. corpora-
tions to China to take advantage of the 
new possibilities this dynamic country can 
now provide. 

Chris Devonshire-Ellis is the founding 
partner of Dezan Shira & Associates. The 
practice has been advising international 
companies on China market entry, legal 
establishment, tax and on-going regula-
tory and compliance issues since 1992. 
The firm now has 12 China offices and is 
also in the United States. Please e-mail 
inquiries or questions to china@dezshira.
com, visit the practice at www.dezshira.
com, download their brochure here, or 
make direct contact with their U.S. liaison 
office by E-mailing jessica.tou@dezshira.
com.

Reprinted by permission of China 
Briefing (www.china-briefing.com).

Chinese population was the largest de-
tailed Asian group.

Today Asian Americans are one of 
the fastest-growing ethnic groups in 
the country. About 15 million people of 
Asian descent live in the United States. 
Although most of them have arrived 
here recently, they are among the most 
successful of all immigrant groups. They 
have a higher income than many other 
ethnic groups, and large numbers of 
their children study at the best American 
universities. 

According to the 2010 Census, the 
estimated number of U.S. residents 
of Asian descent is 17.3 million. This 
group comprised 5.6 percent of the total 
population. This count includes those 
who said they were both Asian alone 
(14.7 million) and Asian in combina-
tion with one or more additional races 
(2.6 million).

The Asian alone or in combination 
population in California is 5.6 million; 
the state had the largest Asian population 
in the 2010 Census, followed by New 
York (1.6 million). Hawaii had the high-
est proportion of Asians (57 percent).

A 46 percentage growth of the Asian 
alone or in combination population be-
tween the 2000 and 2010 censuses, was 
more than any other major race group.

The 3.8 million number of Asians 
of Chinese, except Taiwanese, descent 
in the United States in 2010. Chinese-
Americans were the largest Asian group, 
followed by Filipinos (3.4 million), 
Asian Indians (3.2 million), Vietnamese 
(1.7 million), Koreans (1.7 million) and 
Japanese (1.3 million). These estimates 
represent the number of people who re-
ported a specific Asian group alone, and 
people who reported that Asian group 
in combination with one or more other 
Asian groups or races.

Asian Americans and non-Asians 
can celebrate APA Heritage Month by 
eating at Asian restaurants or attending 
one of numerous APA Heritage events 
organized by many of their local Asian 
American community organizations 
where they can taste the different foods 
from various Asian countries, watch cul-
tural performances and learn more about 
Asian American history and culture.  The 
Chinese community celebrated recently 
by holding their 5th Annual A Passage 
to China event at Mall of America which 
you can read about on pages 8-9.

Elsewhere in the paper is an article 
that contains more detailed statistics 
about the Asian population in Minne-
sota. 

APA continues from Page 1
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The ability to communicate clearly 
with others is a skill.  The more people one 
knows, the more one realizes that riding a 
unicycle while juggling four flaming piggy 
banks is easier for some than the simple 
act of communicating an idea or a feeling.  
Due to many linguistic and cultural differ-
ences, China is a fertile breeding ground 
for communication mishaps.  Of course 
language is a rather large reason for these 
misunderstandings, but culture plays a very 
important role as well.  The picture below is 
one from a series depicting the multitude of 
cultural differences between China and the 
generic “west”- a generalization of North 
American and European cultures.  I like 
this picture because to me it shows a core 
difference in communicating: in the west 
(the left side)people generally  like to get 
to the point so any issue may get resolved 
quickly.  In China (the right side), things 
have to be be approached more carefully.  
Things like age, status in the hierarchy of 
home or work, and being careful never to 
make another person “lose face” (i.e. to be 
embarassed) in the presence of others is 
paramount.  I, however, have discovered 
the tool that allows for the easiest and most 

convenient way to communicate with others 
in China.  It is called QQ

QQ is a hybrid of multiple generations 
of American social media platforms.  It has 
a profile page like Facebook and a micro-
blogging service like Twitter.  It’s primary 
function though, and the reason I swear by 
its importance to living and doing business 
in China, is its instant messenging service 
similar to the old AOL/AIM instant messag-
ing.  The reason it is so essential is because 
everyone has it.  By everyone, I mean that 
I always get strange looks when I need to 
check my phone when I get asked for my 
QQ number.  It is unfathomable that I have 
not memorized my number and have to 
look it up.  Many Chinese can rattle of, in 
terms of importance, their ID number, their 
phone number, and their QQ number.  (As 
an American, I do not have the skills to 
remember long strings of random numbers 
that many folks here can. )   A short story 
can sum up the importance of being on QQ 
as it relates to driving our own website busi-
ness forward.

One day last month, I had a crucial task 
to complete.  There have been some com-
munication issues with our web hosting 

company, so in my mind the best way to 
handle it was to go down there myself and 
make sure everything got done in a face-
to-face manner.  Direct, American-style 
problem solving.  That day had inclimate 
weather though, and driving was not an op-
tion, so I decided to communicate with our 
hosting partners via QQ.  This turned out to 
be a fabulous decision.  Not only were they 
able to clearly understand our changes, but 
because I had stayed at the office instead of 
going out, I was online and available to start 
a promising discussion with a prestegious 
primary school’s English teacher about 
working with them to get our website and 
English content into their school.  Although 
that relationship did not prove as fruitful as I 
had hoped (they wanted free English classes, 
but didn’t offer anything more than “If the 
kids like it, I’m sure their parents will buy 
it!”) it clearly illustrated the importance of 
making myself accessible online, specifi-
cally on QQ.

In my personal opinion, the reason 
QQ is so popular is because it aligns very 
well with the right side of the previously 
mentioned picture.  Generally speaking, 
Chinese culture really does avoid direct 

communication.  Communicating via a text 
box is the ultimate approach to dealing with 
others in a non-confrontational way.  In ad-
dition, QQ has thousands upon thousands of 
emoticons- small, animated cartoon pictures 
depicting just about any emotion you could 
think of.  So if even typing words makes 
one feel they are being too direct (a faux 
paus in Chinese culture), now one can use 
silly cartoon pictures to express themselves, 
while leaving a bit of wiggle room for how 
any given emoticon might get interperated. 

As an American, it is very easy to dis-
miss this type of communicating as inef-
fective.  I myself have been guilty of losing 
patience with this method and dropping 
the common “Well, in America…” defense 
mechanism.  Ultimately though, how things 
are done in one hemisphere are not really 
relevant or important to how things are done 
in the other hemisphere.  Instead, I look at 
learning to communicate this way as adding 
another tool to the tool box.  Some people 
need to grab the bull by the horns, and some 
people need a silly, animated cartoon bull 
getting grabbed by the horns. 

The Journal of an 
American Living in 
China: 
Cultural differences in 
communication
By Kent Clark, China Correspondent

The West ChinaMu Performing Arts to 
perform theater, Taiko 
Drumming at Hennepin 
County Library’s ‘Spice & 
Slice of Asian America’ 
series

Original theater and ancient Japanese 
taiko drumming will be performed by Mu 
Performing Arts at Hennepin County Li-
brary’s “Spice & Slice of Asian America” 
program series in May, Asian-Pacific Ameri-
can Heritage Month.  All programs are free.

Mu Performing Arts, the second largest 
Asian-American performing arts company 
in the United States, will perform at six 
libraries.  The series will kick off with a per-
formance by three percussionists on large, 
traditional Japanese drums known as taiko.  
The audience will have an opportunity to 
try simple taiko rhythms.

The new play “American Bamboo,” 
which offers poignant and comic insights 
into the Asian American experience, will 
debut on May 6 at Hennepin County Library 
– Plymouth and also be performed later 
in the month at Hennepin County Library 
- Southdale.  Laotian, South Asian, Viet-
namese, and Filipino stories, plus traditional 
Korean mask dance and Bollywood-style 
dances, are included.

“FOB,” which Mu describes as “a 
groundbreaking comedy about Chinese 
American identity,” also will be presented.  
It features three characters in conflict over 
their Chinese heritage and American up-

bringing.
Grade school children will be captivated 

by “Hmong Tiger Tales,” a program of short 
plays based on Hmong folk tales.

Finally, actors who are Korean-Ameri-
can adoptees will perform powerful, true life 
stories of other Korean adoptees growing 
up in Minnesota at the program, “Korean 
Adoptee Stories.”  Minnesota has the largest 
Korean adoptee community in the United 
States.

 Rick Shiomi, artistic director of Mu 
Performing Arts, said, “Mu Performing 
Arts is truly excited to present our series 
of programs as part of Hennepin County 
Library's ‘Spice & Slice’ series celebrat-
ing Asian American Heritage Month. We 
hope to engage the broader community in 
artistic experiences reflecting the diversity 
and social issues of our time through this 
collaboration.  I’m particularly proud to 
present my new play, ‘American Bamboo,’ 
which is a quick abridged version of Asian 
American history through a variety of per-
formances ranging from personal stories 
about immigration and family histories to 
Bollywood-style dances.” 

Mu Performing Arts’ interactive and humor-laced 
productions highlight “the good, the bad and the truly ugly” 
of the Asian American experience.

Spice & Slice
of Asian America

All performances are free. 
Visit www.hclib.org/events 
for details.

Japanese Taiko
Saturday, May 5, 1:30 p.m.
Minneapolis Central Library, 300 Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis

Premiere of American Bamboo 
Sunday, May 6, 1 p.m. 
Plymouth Library, 15700 36th Ave. N., Plymouth

Saturday, May 26, 10:30 a.m. 
Southdale Library, 7001 York Ave. S., Edina

FOB
Saturday, May 12, 10:30 a.m. 
Ridgedale Library, 12601 Ridgedale Dr., Minnetonka

Hmong Tiger Tales
Saturday, May 12, 1 p.m.
North Regional Library, 1315 Lowry Ave. N., Minneapolis

Korean Adoptee Stories
Saturday, May 19, 1 p.m. 
Brookdale Library, 6125 Shingle Creek Pkwy., Brooklyn Center

FOB. Bamboo. Banana. 
What do these labels mean?

Mu at Spice & Slice continues on 
Page 7
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CHARACTER STUDY:

是吗？我服了你。
Shì ma? Wǒ fú le nǐ.
By Jodi Yim James, Staff Writer

Sometimes, when you are in a lively discussion with friends, chatting about the news 
or dishing the latest prattle, someone may make a comment that strikes you as completely 
absurd or out of left field. When you don’t know what to say in return, this is the time to 
use this expression: 是吗？我服了你  Shì ma? Wǒ fú le nǐ. This might even be a useful 
response to keep handy for the upcoming election discussions we all have around the water 
cooler at work or over the fence in the back yard with our friendly neighbors.

EnglishHanzi or 
character

Pinyin or 
pronunciation Comments

是

吗

我

服

了

你

Shì

ma?

Wǒ

fú

Really?

[question 
designator]

I

**

Makes a statement a question.

Literally, this is the verb “to be” – “Is?” 
or “Is it so?”

*

**See below**

Done deal, or “Yeah, man” 
for emphasis.le

[completed 
action OR 
emphasis]

Nǐ you *

* This is a review from a previous lesson.
** The hanzi character 服 fú literally means clothes or what you put on or wear, most 

commonly. However, in this case, the same hanzi has a more figurative meaning of, to 
submit or to yield. (This character can also mean to take as in to take medicine.)

With this figurative meaning of to yield or to submit, the sentence takes on a very 
subtle meaning, such as:

(1) Is that so? I submit (yield or bend) to you.
(2) Really? I admire you. 
(3) For real? I am sincerely convinced by you. 
(4) Really? You really suck. 
(5) Really? I'm speechless.
(6) Really? I give up.
(7) Is that so? You win.
(8) Really? I surrender.

One might also simply say “服了you,” or 服了你, fú le nǐ.
So, next time you are frustrated in a conversation and you don’t know what to say, 

remain cool, calm and collected. Pause. Rub your chin, and gaze into the distance with a 
faraway look. Then, answer with,  是吗？我服了你  Shì ma? Wǒ fú le nǐ.

For a beautiful song to go with this character study, see youtube online, the song:
给了你最真的我的心 gěi le nǐ zuì zhēn de wǒ de xīn ([I] give you the most true [depth] 
of my heart) at  給了你最真的我的心.flv., uploaded by wenghungchang. 

In 2005, “Backstroke of the West,” a 
poorly subtitled bootleg DVD of “Revenge 
of the Sith” became a minor internet sen-
sation.  Most of the errors in the subtitles 
were hilariously inexplicable-- for example, 
“Jedi council” becomes “the Presbyterian 
church.”  However, a few of them made 
me go, “oh, I completely understand how 
this error came translating from Chinese to 
English!  You see, ‘elephant’ is a homonym 
for—“

“Shut up, it’s funny,” responded the rest 
of the internet.

Heartened by this encouragement, I’ve 
decided to share with you all a few common 
examples of English language errors a lot 
of Chinese speakers make, and an explana-
tion of what’s going on behind the scenes 
of those errors.

Example 1:  
“Sarah like dancing; he is very talented.”

…What?:  Two things, actually.  First, 

Chinese doesn’t conjugate verbs to match 
with subjects: essentially, instead of “I am, 
she is, they are…” you get “I be, she be, they 
be.”  Secondly, the Chinese words for he, 
she, and it (他，她，它) are all pronounced 
exactly the same: tā.

Example 2: 
Professor: “According to the scholar, his-
tory is a kind of fiction.”
Student: (raises hand) “According to which 
scholar?”
Professor: “...”

…What?:  You mostly see this in academic 
contexts.  The word “scholar” gets thrown 
around a lot, without a clear explanation as 
to what scholars have to do with anything.  
I asked my friend Dana Watson, an experi-
enced editor and certified ESL teacher, about 
this phenomenon. “Chinese speakers often 
learn vocab by translating works about Con-
fucian scholars from Chinese into English, 
so ‘scholars’ is a common word to encoun-

Common English mistakes native Chinese speakers make
By Elizabeth Greenberg, Staff Writer

ter,” she said. “They're also taught explicitly 
to start their papers with a famous quote.”

What made this particular encounter 
extra-confusing was another common error 
Chinese speakers make: definite articles.  
Chinese doesn’t have them, so you end up 
with a lot of mixups like “I saw movie last 
night” and “you made the dinner!”

Example 3: 
“There were many peeper at that party.”

…What?: This error you only hear in 
speech, because Chinese words have no 
L codas. In layman’s terms, you don’t get 
words that end with an “L” sound in Chi-
nese, so when Chinese speakers try to make 
that sound, they end up saying things like 
“peepo” or “peeper.”

Example 4:  
“He big in nothing important in good 
elephant.”

…What?: Come on, you knew this was 
coming back to elephants eventually.  
Though the above is essentially gibberish 
(and, obviously, a direct quote from “Back-
stroke of the West”), here’s the most sense 
I can make of it:

a. Typos.  The Chinese word for “ele-
phant” and the Chinese word for “seem” are 
homonyms and very similar characters—象 
and 像.  Given that Chinese is usually typed 
in Pinyin, and characters are selected from 
a list, it’s easy for a typist to make careless 
errors.  Which leads me to…

b. Literal, yet horribly mistaken, 
translations.  The Chinese word for “good” 
is also a slangier word for “quite,” and of-
ten precedes verbs as a fairly neutral word.  
Thus, “good elephant” is “seems like.” 

c. I cannot explain the rest.  The 
moral of this story is: don’t use Babel 
Fish or Google Translate in a professional 
capacity.
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The Minnesota Mandarin 
Initiative: Part 3
By Jodi Yim James, Staff Writer

“Every school in Minnesota would love to have a Chinese 
language program.”

Ursula Lentz, Minnesota Department of Education

Ursula Lentz 
is the new World 
Language expert at 
the Minnesota De-
partment of Educa-
tion (MDE). When 
I spoke with her, 
she had been on 
the job for all of 
three days. 

P r e v i o u s l y, 
Jan Kittok was the 
World Languages 

Coordinator for MDE; Kittok is now the 
World Languages Administrator for all 
of Minneapolis Public Schools. She was 
featured in an earlier interview for China 
Insight.

Lentz’s official title is MDE World 
Language & English Learner Education 
Specialist. Her contact information is 651-
582-8664, ursula.lentz@state.mn.us. Since 
Lentz has only been on the job three days, 
we are going to give her a break and get back 
to her later when she is comfortable in her 
new hat. However, it should be noted that 
Lentz worked for many years on language 
assessments with CARLA (Center for Ad-
vanced Research on Language Acquisition) 
at the University of Minnesota. 

Last month, we continued our cover-
age of the Minnesota Mandarin Language 
Initiative. In Part 1 of our series, we looked 
at how Governor Tim Pawlenty, on a 2005 
trade delegation to China, saw Chinese 
children learning English – in spades. The 
governor returned to Minnesota with the 
question: Why aren’t Minnesota children 
learning Chinese? - addressed to Education 

Ursula Lentz

Commissioner Alice Seagren.
In Part 2 of our series, we noted that 

the following year, in 2006, Commissioner 
Seagren led her own education delegation 
to China, to begin to address this question. 
From these two delegations, the Minnesota 
Mandarin Language Initiative was born. 
This initiative has set Minnesota apart, 
ahead of the pack so to speak, with regard 
to Mandarin language education in the 
United States. 

If we set the clock back to the beginning 
of this millennium, about the year 2000, 
and then fast forward ten years, we can see 
the enormous changes in Minnesota that 
came about due to this initiative, including 
a whopping 586% increase in Mandarin 
language enrollment. 

The Minnesota Mandarin Language Ini-
tiative is a legacy of the Pawlenty-Seagren 
administration that has to date impacted 
thousands of Minnesota students in a very 
positive way. Commissioner Seagren, in 
her interview, also gave great credit to 
John Melick, who was the Director of the 
Educator Licensing Division of MDE at 
that time and to all of the Chinese experts 
in Minnesota who volunteered their time 
and expertise. 

Mu at Spice & Slice continues from Page 4
 The total Asian population in Min-

nesota is about 250,000, which is ap-
proximately a 52 percent increase from 
the year 2000.  About half of the Asian 
population in the state lives in Hennepin 
and Ramsey counties (source: Council 
of Asian Pacific Minnesotans’ December 
2011 U.S. Census 2010 and Asian Com-
munity Short Report).  

The “Spice & Slice of Asian America” 
series is funded by Minnesota’s Arts and 
Cultural Heritage Fund and presented in 
partnership with Mu Performing Arts.

 Following is the program schedule.  
For more information, please call the 
libraries.

 

Program Schedule
Spice & Slice of Asian America: Japanese 
Taiko
Minneapolis Central Library 
Pohlad Hall
Saturday, May 5, 1:30 p.m. 

Watch an exciting performance of a 
Japanese art form that goes back nearly 
1000 years. Learn about its historical 
and cultural background. You will have a 
chance to try simple taiko rhythms after 
the performance. 

Spice & Slice of Asian America: American 
Bamboo
Plymouth Library 
Sunday, May 6, 1 p.m. 

As with other immigrant groups, Asian 
immigrants have had their struggles. This 
new play will offer poignant and comic 
insights into the Asian American experi-
ence, highlighting specific ethnic Asian 
groups and will incorporate Japanese and 
Vietnamese stories and Bollywood-style 

dances. 
 

Spice & Slice of Asian America: FOB
Ridgedale Library 
Saturday, May 12, 10:30 a.m. 

What does it mean to be called 
“FOB”? This play revolves around three 
Chinese American characters in conflict 
over their American upbringing and their 
Chinese heritage. 

 

Spice & Slice of Asian America: Hmong Tiger 
Tales
North Regional Library 
Saturday, May 12, 1 p.m. 

Grades 1-6. Four fun, short plays 
based on Hmong folk stories about tigers, 
which incorporate the character of the 
tiger and its symbolism in Hmong culture. 

 

Spice & Slice of Asian America: Korean 
Adoptee Stories
Brookdale Library 
Saturday, May 19, 1 p.m. 

The Twin Cities has the largest Korean 
adoptee community in the country. Listen 
to some of their touching and powerful 
stories about growing up in Minnesota. 

Spice & Slice of Asian America: American 
Bamboo 
Southdale Library 
Saturday, May 26, 10:30 a.m. 

As with other immigrant groups, Asian 
immigrants have had their struggles. This 
new play will offer poignant and comic 
insights into the Asian American experi-
ence, highlighting specific ethnic Asian 
groups and will incorporate Japanese and 
Vietnamese stories and Bollywood-style 
dances. 
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Go Diplomacy
Returning to Mall of America on April 21 

and 22 for its 5th annual presentation of A Pas-
sage to China, the Chinese Heritage Foundation, 
together with China Insight, reaffirms its goals 
by ‘inscribing’ them in both English and Chinese 
on its entrance gates into the Rotunda.  There 
is no better way to achieve its goals of mutual 
understanding and mutual courtesy between the 
Chinese community and the greater Twin Cities 
community than to have proponents from both 
communities come together at Passage.  

According to the Chinese calendar, 2012 is 
the year of the dragon which was recognized 
at the Passage event with a water color dragon 
mural that hung in the rotunda to complement 
the many festive decorations that were displayed.  
A special dragon dance was also performed by 
students from the Breck School.

Many major Twin Cities organizations, some 
with a Chinese focus, have participated side by 
side with Chinese organizations at Passage over 
the years. Minneapolis Institute of Arts with its 
major Chinese collection, Children’s Theatre 
with its productions such as Monkey King and 
Mulan, Stages Theatre with its upcoming produc-
tion of Where the Mountain Meets the Moon, and 
Concordia Language Villages with its Chinese 
villages, have found Passage to be an important 
venue in which to express their own goals of 
reaching out to the Chinese community.  The 
same desire was evident in cultural performances 
in Sears Court.  There were kung fu and tai chi 
and qigong performances headed by Caucasian 
masters.  It fills the heart of a Chinese to the 
brim when Minnesotans embrace the wonders 
and practices of ancient Chinese culture with 
such forthrightness.

Aided by strong mainstream advance media 
and print coverage, attendees at this year’s Pas-
sage started lining up more than an hour before 
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All photos by 
Cindy Bai

Cindyrella Studio

Go Diplomacy
the Passage gates were opened.  Performances in 
Sears Court literally filled the space to the rafters, 
as audiences lined the upstairs balconies at least 
two deep.  In the Rotunda children continued to 
reap from their own efforts, from making paper 
dragons to lanterns to porcelain necklaces to wa-
ter painting and paper cuts, carrying away their 
newfound precious possessions and receiving a 
hong bao each to boot.  Sometimes the active 
process was reversed as they sat patiently to have 
their faces painted.  Older children took on the 
challenge to learn Mandarin Chinese, spoken 
and written, or to learn how to use the abacus or 
to master the seemingly inexhaustible variations 
of tangrams or Chinese chess.

A new activity this year was puppetry demon-
strations that enabled children to make their own 
puppets and actually even have their creation 
perform on a lighted screen.

It remained for the game of go to show by-
standers how direct communication could best 
be achieved.  The host, a young Caucasian in 
this case, invited an elderly Chinese gentleman 
to sit down for a game.  No words were spoken, 
as neither spoke the language of the other, but 
they played an intense game that required resil-
ient communication skills.  Trying to anticipate 
each other’s intentions several moves ahead, they 
responded to each other with quiet courtesy.  In 
the end it no longer mattered who won, it was the 
process of understanding each other’s intentions 
and responding accordingly that made the game 
so engrossing.  What would the world be like if 
everyone practiced such mutual understanding 
and courtesy? 

Editor’s note:  For additional photos and 
videos of A Passage to China, visit 
www.ChineseHeritageFoundation.org or 
www.chinainsight.info.
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On Sunday, April 
15, 2012, the China 
Insight Restaurant Re-
view Committee spent 
a lovely evening at the 
Tea House Restaurant 
on University Avenue 
in Stadium Village. We 
had called ahead and 

arranged to give this venue a try and let you, 
dear readers, know what we experienced. 
Carolyn, the seasoned manager of this lo-
cale, set us up at a round table with its own 
entrance and huge windows in the corner. 
Our round table with a center lazy susan 
was very comfortable for our party of five. 

Our Review Committee consisted of a 
Minnesota lobbyist, an attorney, a higher 
education board member, an educator, and 
our China Insight staff person. All com-
mittee members were professionals who 
eat out often. The lobbyist said that this is 
a great location for professional dinner en-
gagements or lunches. As the restaurant is 
located right in the heart of the University of 
Minnesota campus, our group appropriately 
had its share of educators. Most of our com-
mittee members had traveled to China, and 
around the world. The attorney was leaving 
for Cuba the next day, and had just arrived 
from Turkey. This was a well-traveled and 
savvy group.

Winston became our expert and charm-
ing waiter for the evening. He knew how to 
please and attended to our needs from start 
to finish. What was not to like about Win-
ston – he was perfect – so rare nowadays in 
the service industries. Yes, he is a student, 
and we wished him the best in his higher 
education endeavors. 

Winston explained that this Tea House 
has been around for about two years, and it 
is newer than the Tea House Plymouth and 
St. Paul locations. Later, when I looked on-
line, I noticed that all are similar with subtle 
differences, in menu, décor, and schedules. 
You will want to check the website before 
you visit (www.ourteahouse.com) for times 
open and meals served. Winston pointed 
out that the furnishings at Tea House are all 
authentically from China (which is why, he 
commented, a few things may eventually 
need repair since they are not restaurant 
grade – but they are authentic).

 Some members of the Committee have 
frequented the other Tea House locations. 
We all agreed that for the third time, Tea 
House owners have worked their magic in 
creating an artful and exquisite venue. All 
three Tea House restaurants have different 
designs for the pleasure of their diners. And, 
all three restaurants are elegant. This one on 
University has an enormous frosted glass 
wall with black bamboo images painted on 
the glass. Behind the wall are colored lights 
that shine through. Very slowly the soft 

The award-winning Tea 
House on University
By The China Insight Restaurant Review Committee

color changes from magenta to indigo to a 
velvety violet, etc. We were mesmerized. 
“The owners obviously spent serious money 
on making this a classy and sophisticated 
experience,” was a comment at our table.

We sampled a number of hors d’oeuvres 
with half glasses of wine all around. Tea 
House has a full bar, including Asian beer 
and wine. The Pork Soup Dumpling looks 
like any other dumpling, but when you 
bite into it, the dumpling explodes in your 
mouth with a delectable soup. The Sesame 
Bread was encrusted with sesame seeds on 
the outside while being soft on the inside. 
Shanghai Scallion Pancakes are always a 
favorite and these did not disappoint. They 
were crispy and light, with dipping sauces 
on the side. The House Beef Scallion Pan-
cake Rolls are a fancy specialty that are 
generous, complex, and spicy. The Dandan 
Noodles were simple noodles with a spicy 
sauce, a petit starter with a kick.

In ordering our entrées, Winston was 
our knight in shining armor, making sug-
gestions about the pros and cons of various 
dishes. He was extremely honest and forth-
right about what he thought would make 
this a perfect and memorable experience. 
With some ideas, he suggested honestly, 
“Don’t bother.”  The Whole Steamed Sole 
was prepared so delicately that it melted in 
your mouth. No leftovers when it came to 
this dish. “Minnesotans love fish that does 
not taste fishy, and with the sliced ginger 
and scallions, this one is a winner,” was the 
conclusion at our table. The Honey Crispy 
Shrimp dish was generous and delightful 
with huge plump shrimp and many of them. 
The Scallops with Asparagus was healthy 
and light. The scallops were “not rubbery at 
all– which can be a hazard with seafood,” 
was the comment, and there we were “eating 
our vegetables.” The Eggplant with Garlic 
was a tangy vegetarian pleasure. Finally, 

Winston educated our table regarding the 
Pea Tips with Chicken Stir-fry, a completely 
new adventure for these seasoned travel-
ers. Thank you, Winston, we LOVED this 
dish. The chicken was lean, the pea tips 
were crunchy, the sauce light – “better than 
spinach” was the comment.

While relaxing in the ambiance of the 
ever-changing wall of glass bamboo, and 
in our private corner table, we ended the 
perfect dinner with green tea and a scoop 
of green tea ice cream. Winston said they 
do not have many desserts as they keep the 
main course the main thing.

Our group voted to give 5 Stars to 
the Tea House on University. They were 
impressed with the elegance, enchanted 
by Winston, and awed with the cuisine. 
They highly recommend the Tea House on 
University.  

“Bring your family, come with your 
prom date, relax with your honey in a cozy 
booth, chat with your girlfriends, make 
it a night with the guys, or even order up 
take-out,” were their suggestions. “The 
Tea House is not the cheapest place in town 
(see the online menus for pricing at www.
ourteahouse.com), however, you get much 
more than what you pay for – relax and 
enjoy life here, a touch of China, without 
airfare and jetlag. Let Winston and the Tea 
House take you away.”

Yelp reviews online, for comparison, 
had mostly 4- and 5-star reviews for the Uni-
versity Tea House. There are a few 3-starred 
and even fewer 1-2 stars (rare). The overall 
impression over two years of being open is 
3.5 stars after about 40 reviews. However, 

most of the negatives were in times past. It 
seems that there has been a great improve-
ment. Winston said that the Tea House 
owners are making a very concerted effort 
to make the University Tea House on a par 
with the other restaurants. They are noticing 
and listening to their clientele.

Remarks regarding the price of the 
food may have to do with location and 
expectations in a University district. The 
same may be with the comments about the 
help, although we had a University student, 
Winston, and he was an absolute marvel. 
The awards given to Tea House Restaurants 
from City Pages, Best Chinese Restaurant of 
2011, and Mpls/St. Paul Magazine, #2 Best 
Chinese of 2012, are for the group of Tea 
House Restaurants – all locations together. 
Reviewers, thus, are justified in comparing 
this location to the others. Let us hope the 
Tea House people have their act together in 
maintaining their standard on University. 
The China Insight Restaurant Review Com-
mittee certainly had an A+ experience. 

Authentic decor from China

Dandan Noodles 

Appetizers of Sesame Bread and 
Scallion Pancakes

Honey Crispy Shrimp

Update continues from Page 1
gradually over time. Illustrative scenarios 
suggest growth could slow from recent rates 
of 10 percent to 5 percent in around 20 years’ 
time. This would be accompanied by major 
structural transformations. Industry and 
investment would see their importance in 
GDP diminish, while the share of services 
and consumption would rise. Supported by 
continued urbanization, reduced inequality 
and lower energy intensity, the quality of 
development would improve. 

Policy Priorities 
The policy challenge for the near term 

is to sustain growth through a soft landing. 
The ongoing slowdown is partly welcome 
to the extent that it reflects a deceleration 
in growth from above-potential in a context 
where potential growth itself is gradu-
ally slowing. While the prospects for a soft 
landing remain high, there are concerns 
that growth slows too quickly. However, 
sufficient policy space exists to respond to 
downside risks. The burden of any coun-
tercyclical response should primarily fall 
on fiscal policy. Adjustments on the margin 
would be welcome to the stance of monetary 
policy given the ongoing shifts in the bal-
ance of risks from inflation to growth. 

The policy response would need to be 
carefully crafted, keeping in mind longer-
term effects and objectives. Relative to pre-
vious episodes, fiscal stimulus would ideally 
be less credit-fueled, less local government-
funded and less infrastructure-oriented. 
Fiscal measures to support consumption 
would attract first priority (such as targeted 
tax cuts, social welfare spending and other 
social expenditures). Reserve requirements 
could be tweaked further to ease the avail-
ability of credit, with policy rate action 
best reserved for downside scenarios given 
already accommodative real rates. Ongoing 
administrative efforts have been helpful 
in cooling the property market, but would 

preferably be substituted eventually by 
market-based measures that raise the cost of 
capital and expand the range of investment 
opportunities. 

China’s longer term challenge is to 
continue steering its economy towards a 
more sustainable path. Given the anticipated 
structural slowdown, this would involve 
reinvigorating the underlying drivers of 
growth to secure healthy per capita income 
growth. In view of the economic, social, 
environmental and external imbalances 
that have accompanied rapid growth and 
structural change, this would also involve 
sustaining the ongoing shift in focus from 
the rate of growth towards the quality of 
development. 

Meeting these longer-term challenges 
will by no means be easy. Indeed, few 
countries have managed during the post-
war period to break through the glass ceil-
ing that appears to lie between middle and 
high-income status. New efforts can help 
China sustain its competitive advantage 
by progressively shifting from low cost to 
higher value supported by innovation. New 
approaches can also help sustain poverty 
alleviation as the rate of poverty reduction 
becomes steadily less sensitive to economic 
growth. Similarly, new strategies can help 
make growth green and protect the envi-
ronment. 

The 12th Five-Year Plan supports these 
directions and lays out an ambitious agenda 
of structural reform. The recent China 2030 
study by the Development Research Center 
and the World Bank builds on these strategic 
directions and provides ideas on how they 
could be operationalized. 

Editor’s Note: The full China Quarterly 
Update can be viewed at www.worldbank.
org.cn.

Source: World Bank 
www.worldbank.org.cn
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Census Reporting
This report will provide an overview of 

Asian and Native Hawaiian Pacific Islander 
populations based on the 2010 Census 
and the 2008-2010 American Community 
Survey. Five race categories are used in the 
Census; White, Black or African American,  
American Indian or Alaska Native (AIAN), 
Asian, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islanders (NHPI) and Hispanic Origin. For 
the first time in Census 2000, individuals 
were also able to select ‘one or more boxes’ 
on race to allow individuals of mixed race 
backgrounds to identify as such. This option 
continued with the 2010 Census. This report 
primarily focuses on the Asian and NHPI 
populations.

The U.S. Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) defines “Asian” as people 
with origins in the original peoples of the 
Far East, Southeast Asia, and the Indian 
subcontinent. For the 2010 Census, indi-
viduals were able to self-identified under 
seven Asian response categories; Asian 
Indian, Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, Korean, 
Vietnamese or Other Asian.

The OMB definition of “NHPI” is per-
sons having origins in any of the original 
peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other 
Pacific Islands. NHPI were able to self-
identify under four Pacific Islander response 
groups; Native Hawaiian, Guamanian or 
Chamorro, Samoan, and Other Pacific 
Islanders.

The American Community Survey is 
a survey that provides communities with 
information they need to plan investments 
and services. For the purpose of this report, 
we will draw from communities that self-
identify in the Asian ancestry groups. The 
U.S. Census Bureau defines ancestry as a 
“person’s ethnic origin, heritage, descent, 
or “roots” which may reflect their place 
of birth or that of previous generations of 
their family”.

Race concepts
 Race alone population- People who 

reported a single race group (e.g. 
Asian; NHPI)

 Race in combination pop-
ulation- People who reported 
more than one major race group 
(e.g. Asian and White; NHPI 
and White)

 Race alone or in combina-
tion population-All people who 
reported a particular race group, 
either alone, or in combination 
with one or more other major 
race groups

Introduction: Who are the 
Asian Pacific Americans?

Historically, census enumer-
ation for Asian Pacific Islander 
populations were determined 
by which groups immigrated 
to the United States or when 
the United States acquired ter-
ritories. The first data collection 
for Asian populations was in the 
mid-nineteenth century when the 
first Asian immigrant groups, 

Chinese and Japanese, came to the United 
States. Census data for Native Hawaiian and 
Pacific Islanders (NHPI) became available 
after the United States acquired the various 
island territories in the late 1800’s. Asian 
Pacific Americans have been enumerated 
since 1880, however, their presence com-
prised of less than 0.2% of the population 
for nearly 70 years.

Early Asian settlers were typically Chi-
nese or Japanese males who were hired as 
cheap laborers or railroad layers in the west 
coast. For over 60 years, set immigration 
quotas had a large impact on the number 
of persons that were able to work and live 
in the United States. For example, the 1882 
Chinese Exclusion Act which suspended 
Chinese immigration, the “Gentlemen’s 
Agreement of 1907” curtailed immigration 
of Japanese Laborers, and the Immigration 
Act of 1917 which further suspended the 
migration of peoples from Asian and Pacific 
Islands. However, in the 1940’s, with the 
growing relations between countries during 
World War II the situation of exclusion-
ary  immigration laws changed and by the 
1950’s many laws began to be repealed and 
special acts were implemented to increase 
immigration.

Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders 
history in the United States differ from many 
Asian groups because the NHPI population 
grew as the United States acquired Pacific 
Island territories. For instance, in 1898 the 
United States annexed the Hawaiian Islands 
and created the Territory of Hawaii. Hawaii 
became the center of American military 
power and officially became the fiftieth state 
of the United States in 1959. Other Pacific 
Islands also became American territories 
in the mid-1900’s and the Census Bureau 
began enumerating the Native Hawaiian 
and Pacific Island populations at this time. 
Prior to 1980, the Census Bureau only listed 
Native Hawaiians and so characteristics of 
growth and trends for the various Pacific 
Island ethnic groups were not available 

until then.
With the enactment of the Immigration 

Act of 1965, all immigration quotas based 
on national origin was eliminated. This 
helped facilitate the dramatic changes in 
demographic distribution of Asian Pacific 
Islanders in the United States in the 1970’s. 
Around this time, the Asian American 
population grew significantly as post-War 
refugees from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia 
came to escape persecution from their home 
countries. Between 1970 and 1980 the Asian 
population doubled and from 1980 to 1990 it 
doubled again which quadrupled the popula-
tion of Asians in a 20-year span.

More recently, foreign-born Asians have 
come to the United States seeking educa-
tional and occupational opportunities. In the 
past decade, Asians had the largest popula-
tion growth nationwide compared to any 
other race or origin, at 43.3% Asian alone 
(or 45.6% alone or in combination). That 
is a growth of 4.4 million individuals who 
self-identify as Asian alone (or 5.4 million 
as Asian alone or in combination). Similarly, 
Pacific Islanders had a significant increase 
of 35.4% (or 40.1% alone or in combina-
tion), a growth of 41,178 individuals who 
self-identified as NHPI alone (or 350,781 as 
alone or in combination).

There are ethnic, geographic and socio-
economic distinctions between Asian and 
Pacific Islander groups which are illustrated 
in their population, economic, housing 
and social characteristics. The racial cat-
egorization by the Census Bureau allows 
these groups to be distinct and independent 
of each other. However, the many shared 
cultural and racial histories between and 
within the Asian Pacific communities in the 
United States contributes to the identifica-
tion of Asian Pacific Islander Americans as 

a whole, and is often referred as the Asian 
Pacific Islander community.

Minnesota’s Asian Pacific Population

Each individual Asian Pacific ethnic 
group has their own experiences in immi-
gration, settlement, and way of life in the 
United States. Over the decades, race cat-
egorization has expanded to recognize the 
diversity within the Asian Pacific Islander 
community. Like the rest of the nation, 
Minnesota’s early Asian Pacific population 
mainly consisted of Chinese, Japanese and 
Filipinos. The earliest documentation of 
Asians in Minnesota was in 1880 when 
two Chinese men established the Chinese 
Laundry in St. Paul and the Lung Wing 
Laundry in Minneapolis. Others came to 
Minnesota from other states as foreign 
exchange students or as foreign laborers 
seeking economic opportunity.

During the 1970’s, Minnesota expe-
rienced a large influx of refugees from 
Southeast Asia. Large population of Lao, 
Cambodian, Vietnamese and Hmong arrived 
in seek of asylum. For example, the Viet-
namese known as the ‘boat people’ came 
to the United States fleeing repressive com-
munist government in 1975. The Hmong, 

State of the Asian 
Pacific Minnesotans
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who supported American troops during the 
Vietnam War, came to the United States as 
political refugees. The Lao and Cambodians 
came because they were employed by the 
U.S. government and companies in Asia.

In the past two decades, other Asian 
groups have migrated to Minnesota to 
seek refuge from repressive government. 
Tibetans have arrived in the United States 
as part of the U.S. Tibetan Resettlement 
Project (under the 1990 Immigration Act). 
Minnesota is home to an estimated 3,000 
Tibetans, the second largest Tibetan-Amer-
ican community in the United States. The 
Karen (pronounced Ka-REN), a minority 
group from Burma and Thailand, have been 
persecuted by the Burmese military junta 
and it is estimated that Minnesota is home 
to the largest population of Karen outside 
Southeast Asia.

More recently, many foreign-born Asian 
Pacific groups have immigrated to Minne-
sota seeking professional, educational and 
social opportunities. Career advancement in 
the informational technology and business 
fields draw many people to Minnesota. Indi-
viduals that migrate to the U.S. for special-
ized jobs or for furthering their education 
will eventually bring family members. For 
many immigrants, it is important to connect 
with the larger ethnic community in their 
area which has helped develop local cultural 
organizations to meet the needs of the grow-
ing Asian Pacific populations.

A closer look at Minnesota’s population 
shows that the demographic makeup of Min-
nesota is changing. From 2000 to 2010, the 
total population of Minnesota grew 7.8% 
with the total population at 5.3 million. The 
population of color increased 56.7% that 
is 337,335 individuals who identified as 
Black or African American, AIAN, Asian, 
NHPI, or Hispanic or Latino (alone or in 
combination). Minnesota’s Asian popula-
tion grew at 52.2%, an increase of 84,718 
individuals who identified as either Asian 
alone or in combination. The Asian popula-
tion makes up 4.7% of the total population 
and increased from 3.3% in 2000 (Asian 
alone or in combination). Minnesota’s 
NHPI population is the smallest major race 
group, making up only 0.1% of the total 
population, however, the NHPI population 
also saw a growth of 5.8% (NHPI alone or 
in combination). This is an increase of 339 
individuals that identified as NHPI, making 
the total NHPI population 6,206.

Geographic Distribution
Minnesota’s Asian Pacific population 

makes up 4.8% of the population which is 
less than the national average of 6.0% (alone 
or in combination). The make-up of Min-
nesota’s Asian population is different com-
pared to the rest of the nation. The nation’s 
three largest Asian groups are Chinese, 
Filipinos, and Asian Indians. In Minnesota, 
the three largest Asian populations are the 
Hmong, Asian Indians, and the Chinese.

From 2000 to 2010 all selected catego-
ries of Asian population grew in Minnesota. 
Minnesota’s percentage of Southeast Asian 
population ranks first among the nation. 
Approximately 50.2% of Asian population 
identifies as Southeast Asian compared to 
the national average of 20.7%. Southeast 
Asian includes Burmese, Cambodian, 
Hmong, Laotian, Thai, and Vietnamese.

Nationwide, South Asians (Bangladeshi, 
Pakistanis, Sri Lankans, and Asian Indians) 
saw the highest rates of growth and in Min-
nesota this holds true. In Minnesota, the 
South Asian population doubled from 2000 
to 2010, from 21,925 to 42,739, which is 

approximately 18% the Asian population. 
Although the population size of these groups 
may be relatively small, they contribute to 
the South Asian population as a whole.

The Hmong population is still the largest 
Asian population in Minnesota increasing 
45.6% from 2000 to 2010, an estimated 
20,738. They are mainly concentrated in the 
Hennepin and Ramsey County area, with 
Ramsey County having the largest Hmong 
population at 34,374, which is 59.0% of the 
Asian population in Ramsey County.

In 2000, Chinese, except Taiwanese, 
were the 4th largest group; a decade later 
they are the 3rd largest Asian group in Min-
nesota with 28,776 individuals identifying 
as Chinese.

The Vietnamese moved from being the 
2nd largest group to the 4th largest group, 
although they still grew at 31.7%, an in-
crease of 6,516.

Among all states Minnesota is home 
to the

 Second largest number of Hmong
 Third largest population of Laotians
 Fifth largest population of Burmese
 Sixth largest population of Cambo-

dians
 Sixteenth largest population of Viet-

namese
Top ten Asian ethnic groups with the 

largest percent growth from 2000 to 2010
 Bangladeshi, 175.9%
 Pakistani, 143.6%
 Sri Lankan, 94.6%
 Asian Indian, 90.8%
 Taiwanese, 82.7%
 Thai, 82.5%
 Filipino, 61.5%
 Indonesian, 55.0%
 Chinese (except Taiwanese), 54.5%
 Cambodian, 46.1%

Minnesota Counties
There are Asians living in every county 

of Minnesota with enclaves scattered 
throughout the state. In general, Minnesotan 
Asians are concentrated in the seven-county 
region; Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, 
Ramsey, Scott, Sterns and Washington and 
Olmstead and St. Louis. Hennepin County 
has the largest total Asian population at an 
estimated 70,439. Ramsey County has the 
second largest population of Asians at an 
estimated 58,248. Over half of the Asian 
population in Minnesota lives in these two 
counties.

Sex and Age
Sex and age is used as an indicator of 

population growth and age structure of a 
population.

In general, the Asian and Pacific Islander 
populations are younger than the population 
of the United States, and this holds true 
in Minnesota. The median age for Min-
nesota’s Asians is 27.3, making them on 
average ten years younger than the total 

population median age at 37.4.
 A larger percentage of Asians are under 

18, at 31.5% compared to the rest of the 
state at 24.2%.

  Sixty four percent of Asians, an 
estimated 136,623 individuals, are of a 
working-age between 18 and 64. A large 
proportion of the working age group are 
graduating college and seeking employment 
(ages 25 to 29).

 A smaller number of Asians are 65 and 
older compared to the state’s average.

Language
English language ability can prove to be 

a barrier that impacts the access of services 
such as healthcare, social services, housing, 
courts and education.

Nation-wide, more than a third of the 
Asian American population is considered 
limited English proficient. Persons who 
speak English less than “very well” are con-
sidered limited English proficient and are 
thought to need English assistance in some 
situations. In Minnesota, approximately 
142,846 people speak Asian and Pacific 
Island languages at home, 2.9% of the 
total population.

 One in five of Minnesota’s Asians (na-
tive and foreign-born) speaks only English.

 Approximately 22% of Minnesota’s 
Asian households are linguistically isolated. 
Linguistic isolation is when no one 14 years 
old and over speak only English or speaks 
a non-English language and speaks English 
“very well.”

 In the United States the largest groups 
of languages spoken by Asians are com-
posed of languages from China, however, 
in Minnesota the largest group of languages 
spoken by Asians is Hmong.

Immigration
Minnesota is attractive to immigrants 

for a number of reasons; strong economy, 
good quality of life, educational opportuni-
ties and a history of strong volunteerism and 
immigration resettlement.

 Minnesota is home to diverse Asian 
and Pacific Islander ethnic groups, many 
who come to the U.S. legally as refugees 
and asylum seekers, for employment, or for 
family reunification.

 Those that come to the United States 
as refugees or asylum seekers are fleeing 
persecution from their country of origin. For 
example, a large number of the Hmong had 
resided in Laos and Thailand before coming 
to the United States.

 A high percentage of immigrants are 
of working age 18-64, 85.5%, compared to 
native-born residents.

Asians have the highest foreign-born 
rates in the nation. In Minnesota, the for-
eign-born population accounts for 7.1% 
of the total population, 376,470 individu-
als. Foreign-born Asians in Minnesota 
make up 62.4% of the Asian population; 
this is larger than any racial group.

Citizenship
Benefits to citizens include; voting, 

bringing family members to the United 
State, obtaining citizenship for children 
born abroad, traveling with a U.S. pass-

port, becoming eligible for Federal jobs, 
becoming an elected official, and showing 
your patriotism.

Nation-wide, a large portion of the Asian 
Pacific Islander population is naturalized 
citizens compared to other race categories. 
Of the foreign-born population in Min-
nesota that was born in Asian, approxi-
mately 56.9% are naturalized citizens.

 Of the Foreign-born Asians, 18 years 
and over, 34.3% are not US Citizen, which 
limits participation in civic activities for a 
large portion of the Asian population.

  Korean, Filipino, Cambodian and 
Vietnamese have the highest percent of 
individuals that are naturalized citizens.

 In contrast, Asian Indian, Hmong, Chi-
nese and Laotian have the highest percent of 
individuals that are not U.S. citizens.

Housing Characteristics
Home ownership is an important indi-

cation of economic and social factors such 
as permanence in the state, investment in 
neighborhood, family connectedness, and 
a strong economy.

In 2010, 89.4% of Minnesota’s hous-
ing units were occupied while 10.6% of 
these units were vacant. Approximately 
57,000 housing units are occupied by 
Asian householder owners or renters. 
The average homeownership rate in Min-
nesota is 73.6% and all race groups, besides 
non-Hispanic White, have below average 
homeownership rates.

  59.3% of Minnesota’s Asians are 
homeowners, while 40.7% rent their homes. 
The proportion of Asian homeowners is less 
than the state’s total homeownership rates.

 NHPI have a slightly lower proportion 
of homeownership than Asians at 47.3%.

The makeup of Asian households is 
different than the rest of the state. The av-
erage household size in Minnesota is 2.5 
people per household while MN Asians 
average household size is 3.5. Household 
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size affects overcrowded conditions of the 
household; overcrowdedness is defined as 
more than one person per room. In Min-
nesota, 9.8% of Asians in Minnesota 
live in overcrowded households. This is 
in contrast to the state average of 1.7%.  
Homeownership among the Asian ancestry 
groups differ significantly.

 Homeownership among Filipino, Viet-
namese, and Chinese are highest. Filipinos 
have a higher percentage of homeownership 
than the state’s average.

 In contrast, Asian Indian, Hmong and 
Laotians have the highest percentage of 
renters.

School Enrollment
School enrollment levels may indicate 

trends in the population aged 3 and older 
and can be used to project the increase or 
decrease of students in school and the future 
workforce.

In Minnesota, there are over 1.4 million 
children enrolled in school. Minnesota 
Asians make up 5.4% of the total enrolled 
student population, which is an estimated 
76,496 students.

  The school level with the largest 
number of enrolled students is college, with 
17,970 Asian students.

 The second largest number of students 
enrolled in a school level is high school 
grades 9 to 12 with 16,121 students.

School enrollment varies by county and 
by district. Over half of the Asian students 
in Minnesota are enrolled in the Henne-
pin County and Ramsey County.

 In Hennepin County, 7.8% (23,840) 
of students are Asian. In Ramsey County, 
15.8% (22,638) of students are Asians.

Educational Attainment
Educational attainment is defined by the 

U.S. Census Bureau as “the highest level of 
education completed in terms of the high-
est degree or the highest level of schooling 
completed”.

Educational attainment is an indicator of 
future job security, economic security, and 
future opportunities to build assets. Nation-
ally, there is a high percentage of Asians 
with less than a high school diploma and 
a high percentage of Asians with a bach-

elor’s degree compared to non-Hispanic 
Whites. The educational profile of Asians 
illustrates the varying educational attain-
ment levels within the Asian communities 
in Minnesota.

 Of Asians 25 and older, 19.6% had 
less than a high school diploma a rate which 
exceeds Minnesota’s average of 8.5%.

 The percentage of Asians with a bach-
elor’s degree or higher is 42.7% which is 
higher than Minnesota’s average 31.6%.

Approximately 41.5% of Minnesota’s 
Asians population has a high school de-
gree or higher compared to the state’s 
average of 29.7%. A closer look at ancestry 
groups reveals a large disparity within the 
Asian American community.

 The educational attainment among 
the Hmong, Cambodian, Laotian and 
Vietnamese is the lowest among Asians in 
Minnesota.

 In contrast, Asian Indian, Korean, Fili-
pino and Chinese have the highest percent-
age of individuals with bachelor’s degrees 
or graduate degrees.

 Approximately 43.7% of the Hmong 
population has less than high school di-
plomas.

 Only 0.8% of Cambodians and 0.5% 
of Laotians hold a graduate degree.

 47.6% of the Asian Indian population 
has a graduate degree or higher.

Employment
A majority of Asian Americans are 

working-age adults thus the employment of 
Asians in Minnesota is particularly impor-
tant for our current and future workforce.

Minnesota’s Asians make up approxi-
mately 3.7% of the labor force, an estimated 
105,780 individual. However, roughly one 
in ten Asians in the civilian labor force are 
without work. The employment of Asian 
ancestry groups vary significantly.

 The unemployment rate of Minne-
sota’s Asian population (9.2%) is lower 
compared to other racial categories, but 
this is still higher than Minnesota’s total 
unemployment rate, which is at 7.1%

There are varying rates of unemploy-
ment among ancestry groups, many of 
which are below or exceed the state’s un-
employment rate of 7.1%.

 Lao, Cambodian and Hmong popula-
tions have unemployment rate higher than 
the state’s average.

 In contrast, Korean, Chinese, Vietnam-
ese, Asian Indian and Filipino are below the 
state’s unemployment rate.

Occupation
Occupation is the principal activity in 

a person’s life which may influence income 
earnings and potential career opportunities.

Minnesota’s Asians are employed in all 
occupational categories; management, pro-
fessional and related occupations, service 
occupations, sales and office occupations, 
construction, extraction and maintenance 
occupations, and production, transporta-
tion and material moving occupations. A 
large proportion of the Asian population 
is working in managerial or professional 
occupations and production, transporta-
tion and material moving occupations.

 Approximately 42.0% Minnesota’s 
Asians are working in management, busi-
ness, science, and arts professional fields.

 Minnesota’s Asians are more likely 
than the total population to work in produc-
tion, transportation, and material moving.

 Minnesota’s Asian ancestry groups 
(East Asian, South Asian, Southeast Asian, 
Asian, others) are disproportionately em-
ployed in occupational categories.

 The Southeast Asian ancestry group 
makes up the largest employment in the 
production, transportation and material 
moving occupations with 16.8%, approxi-
mately 20,000 individuals are employed in 
this occupation.

 Furthermore, the South Asian ancestry 
group makes up the most significant propor-
tion in the management, professional and 
related occupations at 15.4%, or 18,330 
individuals.

Income
Income is an indicator of socioeconomic 

status among your community.
Minnesota’s Asians and Native Hawai-

ian and Pacific Islanders have median house-
hold incomes higher than that of the general 
population. However, Asian households 
are more likely to have more workers 
per household which contributes to the 
overall household income. When compar-
ing per capita income, Asians and NHPI 
populations have per capita incomes below 
that of Minnesota’s population overall.

Per capita income
 At $22,177, Asian Americans earn less 

per capita income than non-Hispanic Whites 
but more than other racial groups.

 At $21,231, NHPI earn less per capita 
income than non-Hispanic Whites. 

Household income
 Between 2008 and 2010, there is a 

7.5% (1,290 households) increase in the 
number of Asian households that have a 
household income of less than $10,000.

 NHPI have a smaller median house-
hold income than the average household in 
Minnesota.

The range of household income varies 
by Asian ancestry group. 

 Median household income of Asian 
Indian, Chinese, Filipino, Korean, and Viet-
namese is higher than Minnesota’s average 
median household income.

 In contrast, Cambodian, Hmong and 
Laotian have lower median household 
incomes than Minnesota’s average median 
household income.

Poverty
Poverty has a significant effect on the 

lifestyles of individuals, families and the 
people in your community. These effects 
include, but are not limited to; lower living 
standards, lack of food and shelter, poor 
health, higher incidents of illness, lower 
academic achievement, and higher rates 
of crime.

Asian Americans have higher poverty 
rates than non-Hispanic whites, but lower 
poverty rates than other communities of 
color. One in six of Minnesota’s Asians 
live below the poverty line, that is a 16.9% 
or 34,759 individuals who live below 

AP Minnesotans continues from Page 12 $11,139 per year. Poverty among Asian 
ancestry groups vary significantly.

 The Hmong have the highest percent-
age of poverty at 32.1%. That is one in three 
Hmong who live below the poverty line.

 One in three Laotians lives below the 
poverty line.

 Nearly one in six Cambodians lives 
below the poverty line.

 In contrast, 10.0% or less of Chinese, 
Korean, Filipino and Asian Indians live 
below the poverty line.

Child and Senior Poverty
Child poverty has negative impact on 

outcomes such as school readiness, over-
all health and adult productivity. For our 
seniors, as the generation of baby boomers 
age their economic security will influence 
the nation’s health and social services.

Minnesota’s children are more likely 
to live in poverty than a decade ago. Of 
Minnesota‘s Asians: one in five children 
live below the poverty line and one in five 
seniors (ages 65+) live below the poverty 
line.

 Hmong and Lao communities have the 
highest proportion of children who live in 
poverty. Over one-third of Hmong and Lao 
children live below the poverty line.

 One-sixth of Cambodian children live 
in poverty.

 In contrast, less than 10% of Chinese, 
Filipino, Korean and Asian Indian children 
live below the poverty line.

Health Insurance
Health insurance may influence health 

outcomes, the probability of having seen a 
doctor, access to hospital care and health 
status of individuals.

Nationwide, the number of uninsured 
increased in the past decade. In Minnesota, 
nearly one in five of Minnesota’s Asians 
is not insured.

 Minnesota’s Asian ages 45 and older 
are more likely to be uninsured compared 
to the rest of the state.

 In contrast, Asian children 5 years 
and under are more likely to be insured 
compared to Minnesota’s total population.

A closer look at the uninsured by an-
cestry indicates variation between Asian 
ancestry groups.

 Cambodian, Hmong and Vietnamese 
have the highest percent of uninsured.

 One in six Cambodians do not have 
health insurance.

 One in eight Hmong and Vietnamese 
do not have health insurance.

 In contrast, over 90% of Chinese, 
Laotian, Korean, Filipino and Asian Indians 
do have health insurance. 

For more information visit www.capm.
state.mn.us, the Web site of the Council on 
Asian Pacific Minnesotans.
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Yes We Can
China-U.S. Relations in the Past and into the Future
By Diao Daming

China-U.S. relations have gone through 
a number of twists and turns over the last 40 
years to arrive where they are today. 

A good metaphor for these relations is 
a powerful river. In spite of the submerged 
obstacles of trade disputes, human rights dif-
ferences, military suspicions and the Taiwan 
issue poking up above the surface every now 
and then to stymie the flow of the river and 
create eddies, the torrent's flow is unaffected 
on its course. As the river rolls onward 
toward the sea it is bound to grow calmer 
and its current stronger before eventually 
opening out into an ocean of understanding. 
It should all be smooth sailing in the end. 

In our times of drastic change in global 
political and economic structures, the devel-
opment of China-U.S. relations is followed 
closely as a harbinger of the future world 
geopolitical landscape. Decision-makers on 
both sides of the Pacific need to take prudent 
and pragmatic attitudes in their dealings 
with the other party – these dealings will 
shape what is arguably the most important 
bilateral relationship of the 21st century. 

Enter the Diplomats 
On February 21, 1972 after a particularly 

late Spring Festival, U.S. President Richard 
Nixon arrived in Beijing and was greeted by 
Premier Zhou Enlai at the capital’s airport. 
Shaking hands with Nixon, Zhou remarked, 
"Your hand has come over the vastest ocean 
in the world to shake mine – 25 years of 
non-communication is a long time." The 
historic visit marked the beginning of a new 
era, as Nixon later wrote in his Memoirs. A 
week after Nixon’s arrival, on February 28, 
the two sides released the China-U.S. Joint 
Communiqué in Shanghai, in which they 
gave an account of their respective positions 
on major international issues. 

While highlighting essential differ-
ences in their stances with regards to social 
systems and foreign policies, the two sides 
agreed to develop relations guided by Five 
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence: respect 
for the sovereignty and territorial integrity 
of all states, non-aggression against other 
states, non-interference in the internal af-
fairs of other states, equality and mutual 
benefits and peaceful coexistence. The two 
sides agreed to maintain inter-governmental 
contact through various channels, including 
via the sending of a senior U.S. representa-
tive to Beijing from time to time to aid in 
further normalizing relations between the 
two countries and to continue to exchange 
views on issues of common interest. 

In Shanghai, the two sides expressed the 
hope that the gains achieved during Nixon’s 
visit would start a new page in bilateral 
relations. Chinese and American diplomats 
stressed the normalization of relations 
between the two countries was not only in 
the interest of the Chinese and American 
peoples but also contributed to the relaxation 
of tensions in Asia and the broader world.

Nixon’s ice-breaking trip went down 
in the histories of both countries as a land-
mark event in China-U.S. relations. As 
China-U.S. relations were warming up, a 
triangular diplomatic tangle between the 
[United States], China and the Soviet Union 
was forming. Relations between these 
countries were to play an important role in 
regional and global diplomacy for the next 
few decades. 

Reconciliation between the [United 
States] and China compelled the USSR to 
similarly ease tensions with the [United 
States] and Western Europe and also 
propelled Japan to establish diplomatic 
relations with China. The two East Asian 
nations officially normalized relations in 
September 1972. Nixon’s seven-day visit 
to China really was "the week that changed 
the world", as the U.S. President put it in his 
parting toast in Shanghai. 

On January 1, 1979, China and the 
United States officially established diplo-
matic relations at the ambassadorial-level. 
Twenty-seven days later, then Vice Premier 
Deng Xiaoping paid a visit to the United 
States. During Deng’s visit, the two sides 
reached a series of cooperative agreements 
with regards to the economy, culture, sci-
ence and technology. Deng commented, 
"There are still many areas between our 
two countries in which we can cooperate 
and there are lots of channels through which 
we can communicate. We must continue 
our efforts." He noted, "China is open for 
all of our friends." Indicative of this spirit, 
China has set about realizing its opening-up 
imperative for the past 30 years. 

On August 17, 1982, China and the 
[United States] issued a joint communiqué, 
the third such communiqué between the two 
nations. It was declared the two sides would 
gradually reduce the level of and finally stop 
U.S. arms sales to Taiwan. This reaffirmed 
the essential principles guiding bilateral ties 
established in the first two communiqués. 
The United States also emphasized its ac-
knowledgement of the One-China policy, as 
it had done in the 1972 and 1979 commu-
niqués. This policy together with the other 
cardinal principles guiding bilateral ties set 
in the three communiqués cemented the 
political foundation for the sound develop-
ment of China-U.S. relations. 

Strategically speaking, for the two coun-
tries to bring about full reconciliation and 
cooperation, there was a need to deal with 
the issue of the Soviet Union and its rela-
tionship with the two nations. However, the 
disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991 
precipitated a deterioration in China-U.S. 

relations as ideology once again reasserted 
itself over pragmatism. "To contain China" 
became the new U.S. policy toward this 
emerging East Asian country. In the early 
1990s there was nevertheless continued 
contact between the two countries and the 
most favored nation treatment granted by the 
[United States] to China was not revoked. 

In October 1997, President Jiang Zemin 
made a state visit to the United States, put-
ting an end to eight years of strained bilateral 

relations and outlining his wishes for the 
future of bilateral ties into the 21st century. 
The two sides announced that they would 
work together to build a constructive stra-
tegic partnership for the new millennium. 
Subsequent U.S. leaders have continued to 
support strong bilateral relations. President 
George W. Bush visited China once in Oc-
tober 2001 and again in February 2002. On 
both these occasions key decisions for the 
good of the relationship were made. 

After the 9/11 terrorist attacks and with 
the specter of terrorism hanging over its 
cities, the United States reinterpreted its 
position on China to regard it as an impor-
tant strategic partner. U.S. officials sought 
to establish constructive partnerships with 
their Chinese equivalents to confront ter-
rorist threats. 

Since that time, China’s international 
influence has kept growing. After taking 
office in 2009, President Barack Obama 
continued with proactive policies toward 
China. Obama was especially compelled to 
do so by the deteriorating state of the U.S. 
economy. 

At the April 2009 G20 summit, leaders 
of the two countries agreed to build a posi-
tive, cooperative and comprehensive rela-
tionship for the 21st century. On Obama’s 
visit to China in 2009, both parties pledged 
to take concrete actions to steadily build a 
partnership to address common challenges, 
marking a new high water mark in their 
relationship. 

Objectively speaking, the relaxation of 
the tensions between China and the United 
States 40 years ago was the result of influ-
ential policymakers seeking greater balance 
in the international diplomatic arena. This 

left a pragmatic tradition through which both 
sides could push forward ties. 

The past 40 years have been periods of 
great upheavals and restructurings in the 
international diplomatic landscape. The cold 
war status quo collapsed. While "Chime-
rica," to use a term coined by noted British 
historian Niall Ferguson, has had its shares 
of ups and downs, the growing interdepen-
dency between the two nations’ economies 
has ensured long-term momentum towards 
improvement in ties. 

In the first decade of the new century and 
especially after the onset of the global finan-
cial crisis, the economic fortunes of the two 
countries have also changed remarkably. 
In contrast to the sluggish U.S. economy, 
China’s economy has maintained a robust 
growth trajectory and became the world’s 
second largest economy in terms of GDP. 
Because of this, China-U.S. relations have 
assumed their most dynamic and significant 
form since the cold war ended. Bilateral 
ties have also broadened to touch on issues 
of competition and cooperation at multiple 
levels of government and business and now 
encompass the economy, trade, exchange 
rate issues, military affairs, food safety, 
energy and resources, climate change, 
environmental protection and exchanges in 
social sciences. 

From January 19 to 22, 2011, President 
Hu Jintao paid a state visit to the United 
States. The two sides issued a China- U.S. 
Joint Statement, agreeing to build a China-
U.S. cooperative partnership based on 
mutual respect and mutual benefit and 
initiating a new stage of "seeking progress 
in change" for the continued development 
of China-U.S. relations. As China’s ambas-
sador to the United States Zhang Yesui 
noted, "mutual respect and mutual benefit" 
is a phrase that fully embodies the require-
ments of our times.

In the three years after the outbreak of 
the global financial crisis, the two countries’ 
leaders have met 10 times, and have con-
tinued communications through telephone 
calls and correspondences, and more than 60 
negotiation dialogue mechanisms have been 
established. Economic and trade exchanges 
between the two sides have also been in-
creasingly frequent. Nowadays, with both 
countries being each other's second largest 
trade partners, total trade volumes in 2010 
reached US$385.3 billion – 160 times the 
trade volume when diplomatic relations 
were first established. People-to-people ex-
changes are also increasing – more than 110 
flights cross the Pacific weekly, shuttling 
around three million people back and forth 
every year. Cooperation between the two 
countries over international and regional 
issue is also at a high point. 

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Over 40 years, China-U.S. relations 

have developed to maturity. Nevertheless, a 
look at the fine print shows that cooperation 
between the two nations has at times been 
plagued with disputes and disagreements. 
Far from signaling a deterioration of ties, 
however, these issues attest to the complex-
ity and arduousness of relations between 
these two countries with dramatically dif-
ferent histories and outlooks. 

China’s economic development has 
prompted the [United States] to reassert its 
leadership in global affairs as the world’s 
only super power post-USSR. Its domestic 
businesses continue to innovate and attract 
the world’s best talent, and the U.S. govern-
ment has sought to maintain its dominant 
role in world politics and economics with 

China-U.S. continues on Page 15

From left, China’s State Councilor Dai Bingguo, Vice Premier Wang Qishan, U.S. Secretary 
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner at a joint meet-
ing of the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue on May 10, 2011, at the Interior 
Department in Washington. Photo by CFP 
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proactive foreign policy. This however has 
not taken the wind out of the sails of the 
Middle Kingdom’s rapid development – 
China, as a nation with a radically different 
political system and ideology, continues 
to go its own way. Although the so-called 
"China Model" has drawn some criticism in 
the West, it has proved its mettle, and the 
merits of the model have become even more 
salient in the wake of the ongoing financial 
crisis. This provides the backdrop for the 
current China-U.S. relationship. 

As trade and economic issues between 
the two countries have become increasingly 
complex, the Renminbi exchange rate has 
become a perennial topic of debate. As the 
issue of "rebalancing trade" has drawn more 
and more attention in the United States, the 
focus of bilateral trade and economic dis-
putes has shifted to the issue of the exchange 
rate and frictions have arisen. In 2003, the 
U.S. Congress first proposed a draft bill on 
the value of Renminbi, accusing China of 
manipulating it. Following this falling out, 
the two governments have exchanged many 
opinions on the issue. 

As matter of fact, the Chinese govern-
ment long ago began on an incremental 
path of exchange rate reform. But in recent 
times, an unfortunate trend of political point 
scoring has developed in the U.S. As U.S. 
mid-term elections drew near, in September 
2010, lawmakers passed a bill pressing Chi-
na through trade policy to make its currency 
rise faster and blaming China for delaying 
the recuperation of the global economy. In 
October 2011, the Senate passed another bill 
targeting the Renminbi. These legislative 
snipes do nothing to enhance understanding 
between the two countries and have made 
the exchange rate a key issue of contention 
in the relationship. 

From China’s point of view, it seems 
that despite the lavish profits reaped by 
U.S. businesses from China’s huge market 
and cheap labor, America’s political lead-
ers are looking to dampen China’s ability 
to compete globally and award undeserved 
advantages to their own industries in bilat-
eral trade. Businessmen seem unperturbed 
by all this bickering – foreign direct invest-
ment between the two countries continues 
to rise, shared supervision of international 
corporations is being expanded and new 
energy deals are constantly made. 

In recent years, the [United States] had 
made it clear that it intends to be strategi-
cally "involved" in Asia over the long term. 
In a break with Former President George W. 
Bush’s focus on the Middle East, the Obama 
administration has elevated involvement in 
Asia to one of its top diplomatic priorities. 

As China’s influence continues to grow, 
the United States fears loosing sway in the 
East and Southeast Asian regions to China. 
For the [United States] to "lose Asia" would 
be a geopolitical fissure.

In 2010 America reasserted itself mili-
tarily in East Asia. It wanted its voice heard 
and intervened in regional incidents such 
as the sinking of the South Korean corvette 
Cheonan near the disputed border of South 
and North Korea, the collision of a Chinese 
fishing boat with Japanese patrol ships off 
the Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea 
and the shelling of Yin Ping Island off the 
Korean Peninsula. In the course of these 
events, the U.S. reinforced its military alli-
ances with Japan and South Korea. 

In 2011, the United States attended the 
East Asia Summit as a fully-fledged member 
for the first time and stepped into the South 
China Sea territorial dispute between China 
and neighboring countries in a high profile 
manner. In 2011 the United States also 

expanded the scope of the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership Agreement (TPP), in a bid to 
increase its geopolitical influence in the 
Asia-Pacific Region. Most analysts agreed 
this was to counter China’s growing regional 
clout. 

Relations across the Taiwan Straight 
have been warming in recent years. Since 
2008, a new outlook has come to dominate 
the Taiwanese political scene and cross-
strait relations have never been better. 
The Kuomintang (KMT) authorities have 
stepped up efforts to seek active communi-
cation with the mainland and be open and 
cooperative. 

With the formal implementation of 
the Economic Cooperation Framework 
Agreement (ECFA), cross-strait relations 
will inevitably become much closer. Even 
the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), 
a long-time advocate for an independent 
Taiwan, is planning future policies that 
deal constructively with relations with the 
mainland. The fruitful results brought about 
by cross-straight exchanges and coopera-
tion in such fields as economy, trade, sci-
ence, technology and culture have instilled 
more confidence in those on both sides of 
the straight who argue for more stable and 
secure political relations. 

While cross-strait politics have im-
proved markedly, the United States has been 
shoring up its relationship with Taiwan. 
Even after the fallout from U.S. arms sales to 
Taiwan in 2010, the Obama administration 
pushed ahead with a new round of weapons 
sales in September 2011. In Taiwan, 2012 
election candidates from the KMT and 
DPP sent delegations to the United States 
hoping to win over American support for 
their respective causes. Continued U.S. 
involvement in Taiwan reflects the Obama 
administration’s intention to contain the 
Chinese mainland by allying with Taiwan. 
Taiwan’s complicity in this game is an 
example of the political ploy the island 
has employed for many years now – using 
its U.S. ally as a bargaining chip in cross-
straight negotiations. 

2012: The Year of Elections
In 2012 many major countries will hold 

elections for state leaders including the 
United States, France, Russia and Mexico. 
Taiwan’s authorities already held leadership 
elections in mid-January. China’s 18th CPC 
National Congress will also be convened 
at which a leadership reshuffle is expected. 
The United States’ presidential election 
will undoubtedly attract a lot of attention 
throughout the world. Issues concerning the 
U.S.’s relationship with China have been hot 
topics in past U.S. presidential elections, 
especially in the 1990s when China’s trade 
status as a most favored nation was keenly 
debated. 

After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, China-
related issues were pushed to the side in 
presidential campaigns by such topics as 
terrorism and war in the Middle East. After 
the 2008 global financial crisis, economy 
recuperation and employment have become 
priorities for the U.S. government and thus 
the "China issue" has returned to the fore. 
In the 2010 mid-term elections, according 
to reports by the New York Times, 29 ma-
jor candidates from both the Democratic 
and Republican parties, including some 
leading figures on Capitol Hill, released 
campaign sound bites blaming China for 
the American economic depression. Based 
on current trends, China will no doubt be-
come a much-hyped issue in the 2012 U.S. 
presidential election.

China is often the target of cheap po-
litical point scoring in elections. On this 

occasion, Republicans will probably accuse 
Obama of poor leadership for his supposed 
weakness in dealing with China and his 
failure to improve the American economy. 
In response, Obama and the Democrats can 
point to the lack of solid policy and over-
abundance of rhetoric in the Republican 
camp. 

With the U.S. economy still wallowing 
in its debt morass and with sluggish growth 
continuing and high unemployment remain-
ing, candidates from both parties may attack 
China over such issues as exports, debt and 
exchange rate in order to "pass the buck." 
Let’s hope common sense prevails and 
China-U.S. relations survive the peak of this 
election cycle unscathed.

If Obama remains in the White House, 
he will most likely spend his days work-
ing out how to recuperate the American 
economy and maintain U.S. influence in 
global politics at current levels. Economic 
recuperation will require the [United States] 
to seek out further cooperation with China. 
The [United States] will accordingly be-
come more proactive in bilateral economic 
and trade issues. However, on issues such as 
the exchange rate and the TPP, the [United 
States] will probably continue its tough at-
titude. As America seeks to reaffirm Ameri-
can military leadership in the Asia-Pacific 
Region, fiercer competition between China 
and the [United States] may arise. 

If a Republican takes the highest office 
in the [United States], the situation will be-
come more complicated. By examining his-
tory, one notices that Republican presidents 
have played more active and positive roles 
in China-U.S. relations than Democratic 
ones. Republicans have tended to give more 
sway to economic and trade issues. 

However, since the emergence of the 
Tea Party, mainstream Republic thinking 
has turned to focus on the issue of debt 
reduction, and again the Renminbi has been 
made a scapegoat. Meanwhile, in recent 

years Republicans have been taking their 
traditional tough stance on human rights and 
the Taiwan issue; it can’t be ruled out that 
they will challenge China on a series of is-
sues if a Republican wins the White House. 

On With the Show
International relations are constantly in 

flux, but nowadays China is a key player on 
the international scene that no country can 
afford to neglect. With regards to China-
U.S. relations, Beijing should actively seek 
cooperation with the United States and em-
phasize common interests. There are many. 

In the realm of broader international 
affairs, China should seek further integra-
tion with the multilateral mechanisms of 
the international governing institutions and 
promote its image as a responsible power, 
thereby creating a more favorable environ-
ment for its relationship with the [United 
States].

While the historical trajectory of coop-
eration followed by dispute may be hard to 
break given the differences between the two 
countries on certain issues, administrators 
on both sides of the Pacific should realize 
this and encourage politicians to bring prag-
matic attitudes to the bilateral relationship. 
This is of paramount importance if the Chi-
nese and American people are to continue to 
share the benefits of their countries’ unique 
relationship. 

Diao Daming is an assistant director of 
Tsinghua Center for U.S.-China Relations.

Source: China Today 
www.chinatoday.com.cn

Call for Articles…
Concerned about misconceptions about China?
 
Chinainsight is a local newspaper fostering U.S.-China cultural and 

business harmony.
 
We are interested in publishing articles that engage audiences in America. 

Potential topics range from understanding daily life in China (or for Chinese 
in America) to discussions of business markets from both an American or 
Chinese viewpoint.

 
For example, consider the following: 

• Chinese movies/entertainment 
• Book reviews 
• Old Minnesota-China ties/relationships 
• Recommended Chinese restaurants/food  
• Chinese painting/calligraphy 
• Chinese impressions of America 
• Tea
• Impressions of China by Americans 
• Chinese musical instruments 
• American business people in China 
• Questions about China 
• Cartoons 
• Chinese immigrants that have succeed in America 
• Local Chinese Businesses 
• Chinese-owned businesses in Minnesota 
• Travel tales 
• Cross-cultural exchanges in education and businesses 
• Americans who are studying Chinese – why are you learning Chinese? 
• How do Chinese students adapt to America? 
• Chinese business customs
 
If you have an article on one of these topics are any others that might be 

of interest to our readers, please contact Greg Hugh at (952) 472-4757 or 
e-mail ghugh@chinainsight.info.

China-U.S. continues from Page 14
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events

MN Chinese Music Ensemble 
Spring Concert  

This activity is funded, in part, by the Minnesota State Arts Board through the arts and cultural heritage 
fund as appropriated by the Minnesota State Legislature with money from the Legacy Amendment vote 
of the people of Minnesota on November 4, 2008 

  

A concert featuring Zhang Ying’s music to commemorate 
Minnesota Chinese Music Ensemble’s 25th anniversary. 

 
Date: Sunday, May 20, 2012       Time: 3 PM 
Place: Weyerhaeuser Memorial Chapel, Macalester College 
1600 Grand Ave. 55105 (The Chapel is on campus, the south side of Grand Ave. 
between Snelling Ave and Macalester street. Please follow the sign on Grand Ave.) 

Free Admission. Open to the public. 
 

Premiering four new compositions from Ying Zhang “Oasis” “Spring of 
Talimu” “Bagpipe and Gourd” “Going Home”  
 
For further information please contact (T) 651-779-7659 or 
2mcme@comcast.net 
 
 
 

Young Minli lives with her parents near Fruitless Mountain, surviving 
on the meager fare they can produce. Inspired by the rich tales her 
father tells (and by magical goldfish), Minli determines she will find 
the Old Man of the Moon who, it is said, knows the secret of good 
fortune. On her quest she encounters royalty, dragons, and several 
more stories, from which she learns what true good fortune really is. 
Based on the 2010 Newbery Honors book, this “fantasy crossed with 
Chinese folklore”, a world premiere from Stages Theatre Company, 

is presented in the Hopkins Jaycees Studio with limited seating. This production is suitable 
for ages 8 and up. Visit www.stagestheatre.org for information and show schedule. 

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon by Grace Lin,
 April 27 - May 20, 2012 at Stages Theatre


